LA CALAVERA CATRINA

DENVER BOTANIC GARDENS TRAVELING EXHIBITION

One of Día de los Muertos’ most recognizable icons, La Catrina was born out of Mexican social satire depicting the upper classes and is still depicted today in celebration of the holiday. Visitors to your venue will experience this rich history and iconography through colorful skeleton sculptures created by Los Angeles-based artist Ricardo Soltero.

EXHIBITION INCLUDES:

Exhibition content: 7 original sculptures with mounting hardware; checklist available upon request
Approximate size: Each sculpture is approximately 8’ tall and 4’ wide
Exhibition materials: Dual language (English and Spanish) labels and introduction panel printed and mounted (digital files available upon request) and professional images for promotional materials
Insurance: Exhibitors responsible for wall to wall insurance for all works and materials
Shipping: Exhibitors responsible for outgoing and return shipping in contiguous U.S.
Booking period: Between one and three months; available from January 2021
Rental fee: $5,000

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
exhibits@botanicgardens.org
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